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letter from the editor

Lemon Jelly
The band Lemon Jelly is cool. Imagine what the French duo
Air would sound like if they got religion . The Rolling Stones are
uncool. Anyone who saw Mick, Keith and Ron ham it up on
HBO recently can tell you that.
Cool and success don 't mix well. Want to be cool? Be like the
Velvet Underground. Make a couple of incredible albums and
disappear. Watch all 20,000 people who bought your music form
their own band. Or better yet, be like Dylan. Make music that
matters always.
In the magazine world , keeping your cool matters. Put a cool
magazine out and watch it move. Put an uncool magazine out
and watch it gather dust next to some socialist rag or real
estate guide.
There is some evidence that the first two issues of Gravity
were cool. Ten thousand copies of each moved quickly in bars ,
bookstores and record stores around Chicago.
It was cool when Touch and Go sent us new recordings to review. It was even cooler when longtime Columbia
Board member Karen Copeland stood up at the last trustee meeting to say that she "wants to see more
issues of Gravity." It was beyond cool when Laurel Carter, the president's wife, said she "just loves how edgy
Gravity is. "
But the coolest response of all came from an editor's high-school grad nephew. At Christmas dinner the sister
asked the editor to tell her son about Columbia. The editor produced a copy of Gravity and the kid sat by the
fireplace for the rest of the evening reading Gravity from cover to cover. "This is so cool, " was his response.
" I think I'd like this place."
The problem is , cool and success don't mix well. Create a potentially cool promotional vehicle for a business
and people will want to see their programs represented. If you are a college paying for a magazine, you obviously want to get a bang for your buck. What college wants to pay for controversy and titillation? Yet that's
where you'll find most of the interesting stuff people want to read.
Not that we ' ll always get it right. The desire to live on the edge can lead to some very uncool mistakes.
Despite unwavering support for Gravity, the president of Columbia was none too pleased with "Ask Mike " last
issue when he contradicted the school 's official policy on sexual harassment by suggesting that it was OK for
students to jump in the sack with their teacher. "Ask Mike " and Gravity apologize for making light of a very
serious concern.
Overall , the college has been enormously supportive of the magazine thus far. Yet we have to be careful,
because the more successful Gravity becomes the more the demands to "use more, " "do more " and "focus
more " come rolling in. "It would be so cool if you could do someth ing on_." "We think there should be
in each issue . .. "
features on
If we were Harvard or Northwestern , getting our message out would be less important. But while Columbia
came from nowhere overnight to become a national educational leader-the premier fine, performing and
media arts college in the nation-far too many people locally still don't quite know what to make of us. Are
we some arts and media trade school? Do we have a core liberal arts focus? Do people who major in arts
and media make a living or do they end up living in their parent's basement until they' re 40?

Production
McCarthy Graphics Services Incorporated

Figuring out at what point you lose your edge is an inexact science. After all, Charlie Watts is still cool even
though the rest of the Stones are not. We have tried to represent the entire college community, but "use
more, "" do more " and "focus more " can be an interstate highway that takes you from cool to dullsville in a
heartbeat. At a certain point, if we 're not careful, Gravity will just gather dust, not readers, and the editor's
nephew will just thumb through it and not have much of anything to say. We hope after reading this issue , it
will be clear to you that there are too many cool stories at Columbia for that to happen.

Website: http;/jgravlty.colum.edu
Phone: 312.344.8555

NORMAN ALEXANDROFF

Marketing & Promotions Intern
Shawn Flemming
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Uncool. ..Despite what you may have read to the contrary in the
Autumn 2002 issue of Gravity, the founding director of the
Center for Book and Paper Arts is Marilyn Sward and the chair
of the Interdisciplinary Arts program is Suzanne Cohan·Lange.
Gravity regrets the errors.

contributo rs
" 'I learn by going ... ' is a poetic line that applies to this personal essay. First,
traveling to Vietnam-but, secondly, writing about it-drove home the fact that
Vietnam is no longer merely a war for me: it's a country with a fascinating culture."

Tom Nawrocki coordinates the English Department's Professional Writing
Program at Columbia College. He has published articles, interviews and reviews in
The Writers Chronicle, Another Chicago Magazine, Hyphen and others.

Nikki Turec is an editor for AOL Local,
covering arts and entertainment, kids and
family and dining. She has contributed to
Playboy.com, CitySearch , Chicago Social
and Metromix.com. She graduated from
University of Missouri with a degree in
English.
Dave Chamberlain is the Music Editor
for Newcity.
Jessica Royer is a freelance arts and
features writer for the Chicago Tribune ,
Chicago Reader, National Geographic 's
Polish edition, Dramatics magazine and
Mary Beth 's Beanies and More. She has
covered diverse topics from gender roles
in science fiction television to Jules
Asner's latest hairstyle . She has a masters degree in journalism from the
University of Missouri-Columbia and is
also a graduate of the National Critics
Institute .
Jonathan Mabalak is a Chicago-based
freelance writer.

Jessi Pervola and Julie Yuen- who
designed this issue of Gravity under the
direction of Sarah Faust- both graduated
with BA degrees in Graphic Design from
Columbia College in 2002 . Jessi works for
the design deparment at Columbia
College , while Julie is a designer for
Treacy Marketing.

is a Chicago-based
y 1
photographer. He has served Photo Editor
of RollingStone.com and as photographer
for The Jenny Jones Show and the House
of Blues. His photographs appear regularly
in Rolling Stone, Billboard, Penthouse,
Downbeat Jazz, the Chicago Reader and
the Illinois Entertainer.

Shelly Ridenour is a Senior Editor at
Nylon magazine in New York City, where
she has edited the likes of Alanis
Morissette and Moby. Among her favorite
interview subjects are Missy Elliott, Jason
Schwartzman and Elvis Costello , who once
sang to her over the phone . She has written for Newcity Chicago, CMJ, Cooking
Light, Baltimore CityPaper, and Detroit
Metro Times.

Sam Jemielity is a writer based in
Chicago . A former editor at Playboy. com ,
he has contributed to FHM, Blender, ESPN
Magazine, Unlimited, Playboy, Chicago, the
Chicago Tribune and the Chicago SunTimes.

Taryn Rejholec is a freelance writer in
Chicago. She is a regular contributor to
Gravity and has written for the Daily
Journal. She is currently an MFA Student
in the Fiction Writing Department at
Columbia College.

Liz Grossman is an associate editor of
CS magazine.

Frank Sennett's Nash, Rambler, a novel
about a young Chicago journalist caught
up in a Southern California criminal conspiracy, is now out in hardcover from Five
Star. His online home is
FrankSennett.com .
r y A gyrak · s is a Chicago-based freelance writer/ photographer whose work
appears in the Chicago Tribune , Illinois
Entertainer, Daily Journal, Concert Live
Wire and Hear Say Magazine. He is the
author of a digital biography of Dave
Matthews.
Christine Badger is a Columbia Coll ege
graduate with a BA in Fiction Writing and
is published in the latest issue of South
Loop Review VI. She likes whiskey, making
pies and, in her "free time," transcribes
therapy sessions for psychiatrists.

Dancing to Attune
A THERAPIST USES BODY MOVEMENTS TO GET COUPLES IN SYNC WITH EACH OTHER
BY NIKKI TUREC
Many find that it's easier sung than done, that
is, to love the one you're with. After years
together, couples can often spend more time
screaming, fighting and losing touch with their
partner than loving. When talking becomes a
couple's worst nightmare, enter Margaret
Mason, LCPC, a certified Dance/Movement
therapist in Chicago. But don't expect to rock
out to dance tracks from Nelly or Madonna during a session. "Dance therapy," Mason
explains, "is a form of therapy that gathers
data from movement, the way verbal therapy
gathers data from talking."
Formerly a member of the faculty at the
University of Illinois for 20 years, Mason is currently a faculty member in the graduate
Dance/Movement Therapy program at Columbia
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College, and she also teaches at the Chicago
Professional School of Psychology. And whoever
said you should move to the beat of your own
drum never attended one of the two-day couples counseling workshops run by Mason, who
graduated from Columbia with a degree in
Dance Movement Therapy in 1986. In those
workshops couples learn understanding and
empathy through movement exercises. A sample technique: "A couple stands with their arms
out, palm to palm, leaning toward each other,"
Mason says. "They have to work together to
achieve a counterbalance. It begins a conversation that often matches what you're feeling.
'You're smothering me, you're overbearing,
you're unavailable."' If you're smothering in the
workshop, chances are you're that way outside
the class as well.

Couples take what they learn about themselves
and each other and apply it at home to their
interpersonal relationships. "Movement is an
expression of what's going on internally, when
you understand the way your partner moves,
you can empathize better," explains Mason.
But if you're not doing the macarena in class,
why is it called dance therapy? "Dance was
used by early man as a form of healing,"
Mason says. "It has a more historical connotation, compared to how we currently think of
dance."g
For more information, visit http:/;www.margaretlmasoncounseling.comjworkshops.htm.

ContedyWeb
BY TARYN REHJOLEC

What happens in the men's bathroom when you
run out of toilet paper and no one is around to
hand you some? What if you could take the
edge off a stressful day at the office by ripping
open a pack of psychedelic cookies? What do
you suppose a party would be like if Jack
Daniels made a non-alcoholic whiskey?
Those are some of the truly bizarre jumping-off
points for the short sketch comedy films at the
website thebong.com, run by Jason Roberts
and Chris May, two former students of
Columbia College's Audio Engineering and
Film/Video Departments. "Thebong.com is a
celebration of abnormal behavior on film," May
says, "having fun with everyday circumstances
in today's society and not taking everything so
seriously."
May and Roberts met in '98 in a Senior
Seminar class at Columbia College . They were
dissatisfied with sketch comedy shows like
"SNL" and "Mad-TV" and felt that they could
produce something edgier and uncensored.
Their skits originally appeared on The Bug Eyed
Show, produced by May and his ex-partner
Richie Vaia, which won FOX News' " Best Cable
Access Show in Chicago " award . The skits also
aired on MTV and HBO.

about 95 percent of the editing and I maintain
the website ." As a day job, Roberts runs a
video production company Razor's Design
(which has recently landed projects with Sony
and Ericsson), specializing in video installation
and mixing at clubs . May produces electro
music for his one-man band Venue. The music
in the short film, Per-fek'-shen for Man, was
produced by May, who also runs the club promotional company Synesthesia.
Thebong.com updates every other week with
new footage. And no, they do not sell drug
paraphernalia or advocate the use of marijuana,
but after watching their films, you may wonder
what they were on when creating some of these
skits. While holding out high hopes as they
submit to indie film festivals, the pair doesn't
see thebong.com as simply a career vehicle.
" Freedom of creativity is the best thing, "
Roberts says. "Have faith in your art and the
money will come later." g

Thebong.com is at heart a two-man operation
with assists from numerous friends and
volunteers. "We handle all 37 jobs in the
process of making a film; from writing, editing,
filming, design, make-up, lighting-everything,
the hardest part is getting people to participate," Roberts says. "Technically, May handles

AARON MARSH
Theater Student

MOVIE REVIEW: OUT OF SIGHT
It was alright. It tried to be more stylish than I think it really pulled oft But
I'd recommend it, it was enjoyable,
entertaining. And Jennifer Lopez was
better than l expected. I never thought
she could act before, and I bought her
in tile movie.
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CHRIS NEUMANN
Music Business
Student

MUSIC REVIEW: NEOPHYTE,
HEADBANGER, DR. ZHIVAGO
I've been listening to live recordings
of Dutch and German techno djs live
in Holland. It's just aggressive, and
very bassy, but still melodic. I like the
talent they brought out for those
events, and tileir ability to work with
the music and put it together.

CADILLAC "CAD"
ROBINSON
Security Officer

KATHRYN WITTMAN
Marketing Student

MUSIC REVIEW: Ll COOL J

MOVIE REVIEW: LABYRINTH

I like a lot of his albums . He has no
profanity. Ancl some of his songs
could be movies, what he was talking
about Uke how t1e was growing up,
!low tlis mother would tell him not to
do this, not to do that And he made
a record out of it.

It's an old 1980's David Bowie film.
Jim Henson, George Lucas, puppets .. .
the whole scenario. It's an otd-scf1ool
cult movie, about a girl w1·1o loses her
baby brother to the Goblin King, and
she must rescue him in the labynnth,
which is this big maze. I grew up
watching that a lot, so to get it as a
gift was a lot of fun.

Tools of theTrade
BY JERYL LEVIN

"The obvious answer would seem to be
'my brain.' But since I've had kids and
have been getting up at 3:30 a.m. for
10 years now, there is no creativity left
in my brain. Magazines give me all the
creativity I need. "

KATHY HART
On-air personality, The Eric and Kathy
Show, WTMX-FM Chicago

"I am a news junkie. On the way to work, and especially on long car trips, the stories on NPR are given
time to breathe , to fully tell a story. They're like
mini-movies, and it always give me something to
think about."

CHRIS MCKAY
Director, Editor, Manning Productions

"When I was a graphic design student at Columbia, my sister Felicity sent me a huge box of tracing paper. I used the
tracing paper to start every project at Columbia. Even
though most of my professional creative work is done by
art direction, at home, I start with tracing paper on every
project from holiday greeting cards to bookmaking to garden reconstruction. Is that ridiculous or what? "

MARGARET FRISBIE
Deputy Director, Friends of the
Chicago River

JOAN BUDILOVSKY

"It's yoga breathing techniques to deepen the life force."

Author, The Complete Idiot's Guide to
Yoga, The Complete Idiot's Guide to
Meditation, and The Complete Idiot's
Guide to Massage.

"I hate to say it, but I have to say it. I use it for writing,
editing, researching and communicating. It would be very
difficult to make do without it. But having said that, I also
can't imagine living without my High Definition camera ,
sound equipment and ball point pen. "

TOO LENDING
Oscar-nominated documentarian
filmmaker

Queer as fil111

BY NIKKI TUREC

GAY HORROR MOVIES? YEP! A COLUMBIA GRAD PLANS TO
WILL & GRACE-IFY HOLLYWOOD
It's no joke, Funny Boy Films founder and president

wrapped up their first film, Latter Days. The movie fea-

Kirkland Tibbels has big plans to capture the gay/les-

tures young talent such as Joseph Gordon-Levitt (10

bian feature film niche. "We ' re gonna do at the multi-

Things I Hate About You) and Erik Palladino (ER) .

plex what Will and Grace and Queer as Folk are doing
on television, and I'm completely committed to making
that happen." After years in standup comedy and a successful business endeavor with a Fortune 400 company, the funny boy graduated from Columbia College with
a degree in film. A Texas native with a passion for both
the business world and Hollywood, Tibbels began his
career as a creative producer. "I went to a place where
these things can live together. I recognize my talents lie
in development, at the very front end and the very back
end of the process," Tibbels explains . Excited about his
most recent accomplishment, Funny Boy Films recently
ILLUSTRATION: STUDIO LENCIONI

Tibbels has his motives for developing the independent
division to FilmNext (the big budget films counterpart),
among them, he laughs, "I plan to be living large again.
If nothing else, I hope to have the largest, most underserved, demographic out there, be able to live and
have access to the same kinds of stories that others
have. Where are the gay horror stories? The gay
thrillers? " The game plan: to make 10 films in three
years , among them High Heel Noon (a drag queen
Western). At this rate, audiences can count on some
straight-shooting movies to come. g

Oh, The

Hu~nanities!

CHERYL JOHNSON-ODIM FINDS THE SILVER LINING IN liBERAl EDUCATION
BY ELAINE RICHARDSON

'" '

:·-.. ·.··

artists, as communicators, as media peopleJ'
Besides, Johnson~Odim .•says, no m.atter who
you arel there are just c;ertain things you··need
to know. "You have to be able to know how to
have to ·be able to read a con-

Johnson-Odim's first interaction
Columbia C9Uege was person£.
not professional. "My son was a
I Cc)lutnbia stpdent," .she says, chatin the half-unpacked contines
her digs in. the 33 East Congress •
lqing. "Columbia nurtured and
son, RashidJobnson, is one of tbe
city;s up-and-coming photogra-

move for the. distingujshed scholar. ·
She had worked in the AfroAmerican and Women 's Studies
Dep~rtments at the Univer~ity ·of
Wisconsin-fVladison (lnd as .assistant director. of the African Studies
~ nrnar·;:tm at Northwestern University

r"i;~::1-~~reif;;J';[r;~~k(l~ha;hiti;s;~;tc;;y.-~-~~~m·1wa:s~ca'rrently employed as chair of the

~:~~~~~cations and s~i:~~e~n~~:·ah~~~~~~.

you're th!nking, who h.eeds that? Well, says
Ch~ryl Johnsor1-0dim, you ao.
As .the acting dean of the School of Liberal Arts
ana Sciences, Johnson-Oaim,...the former chair
of the Liberal Education department, has a
vestea interest. in triumphing the cause of general education coursework. "AI.I .our meaia, proauction ana any kind of communication has a
social, political and historical context. None of
it exists in isolation," says Johnson-Odim. "The
more that we know about the social, historical
ana political context out of which it emerges,
the better we can understana ourselves as

gravity

~jstorx Dep~rtment at lioyola University.

"Columbia touched several·aspects of my

being. When you get into your 50s aqa . y0 u realize you probably have 1.5 more years to work,
you start thin~ing about~ the nature ofthe work
that you're doing," says.Johnson-Odim. "It's no
longer about a job. You waht
to go out
having ·
•
!l'
donesomething somewhere."
Describing herself as arl "activist scholar, " ·
Johnson-Oaim says she .saw Columbia as a
place where she coula make C;l difference, a
place where the mission .invited and nurtured
her interest in social justice. "And a place
which haa many old rad ~cal lefties like myself

on its faculty," she finishes with a grin. "And I
thought, that would certain ly be a comfort level
for me."
Joining the 'staff in 1999, Johnson-Odim headed ·up the .Liberal Educ·ation Department. In fall
2001, she took over.as the acHng dean .for the
School of· Liberal Arts and Sciences. She has
worked to p~sh addition;; to the .college; a new
major in Cultural Studies, the Women and

employed .as·poets·, painters, filmmakers,
dance~s or fiction ,writers," ·Johnson-Odim says.
"We need to prepare them to have j9bs, hopefully in their 'ilrea of the arts, or next, hopefully
in the arts, or n , hope.fully a job a college
graduate would
lary a. college gradu.
ate would earn .
means they have to
have a strong liberal arts education. Now does
that mean it has to be un i nt~restiflg, not innovative liberal arts education? No it does. not."
Johnson-Odim says that sne ·always tells her
students that if they haven't learned something

on them."
So 'NIJ~tnas she taken away from Columbia
thus far? "One of thethin~s Fve.Jearned is
tbat, and I don 't say this gratl!itously, is tl;lat
.there are an incre<.'lible number of talented
pie in this place, and we have incredibly talented stu~ents , "sh~ says. ''I've a)ways had an
appreCiation for the arts, .but being in a milieu
that is artists and· media people and communicators b.•ad been justrfascinating for me. "

peer

In addition, :Johnson-Odill) says she's got a soft
spot for the type. 9f students Columqia attracts .
"I think I've also Jearned~and I can't remember whose q4ote ~his is-that it's reallyhot
about where you start, but about where you
erid up." I

All About the Benja1nin
REGGIE BENJAMIN TOPPED CHARTS IN INDIA-NOW HE'S
TRYING TO CRACK THE U.S. MUSIC MARKET
BY LILA S . NAGARAJAN
"Here is an Indian singer who does not have
the accent, or his hair parted at the side and
greased down with coconut oil ," says Reggie
Benjamin , Columbia College Chicago alumnus
(class of '97), son of a preacher-man, and
India 's first pop star. "There are a lot of behindthe-scene Indians here in the states, " he continues, " like M. Night Shyamalan. But I want to
put India in the forefront, and in a positive way. "
Front and center in that plan is Reggie's debut
album, 2X-Centrix, which is due to be released
in the U.S. in February. With a sound that fuses
Indian ragas and Western pop, the album was
co-produced by Eric "E-Smoove " Miller, who has
worked with Janet Jackson and Prince , with
additional assist from Maurice Joshua, who also
worked with Destiny's Child. The first single
"Hurry Up" has been at the top of Indian ,
European and South American charts .
Known in India as Reggie " Raj" Benjamin,
("Raj" means " King"}, the energetic musician
started his label 2X Club Records with $110. It
is now worth over $2 million. The socially committed Benjamin has launched the Hands 2
India Foundation , which provides monetary help
toward India 's water and environmental problems. Some proceeds from album sales will
also go toward the Danny Pearl Foundation. His
tour through India , Pakistan and possibly
Afghanistan (far from his Hinsdale , Illinois residence) will be called The Danny Pearl Memorial

Tour; Reggie and his group will pause for a
minute of silence at every concert in memory of
the murdered journalist.
Gravity caught up with Reggie just as he was flying off to Bombay for a four-day trip where he
would network with Bollywood heavyweights (he
may be acting in a movie there) , record a few
songs with India's number one artist Sonu
Nigam , try to meet his idol Amitab Bachchan,
and maybe, if he had time, visit his parent's
place of origin in South India.
Gravity: Where do you work?
Reggie Benjamin: I have a studio close to my
house. Twenty-five employees work under me,
and I currently have five artists under my label.
My brother and sister are involved in the business too.
G: What do you like to do when you aren't
making music?
RB: I like to stay at home and watch cartoons,
or sometimes go for a movie. I play ice and
floor hockey too.

G: What are the moments before a performance like for you?
RB: My whole group gets together; we stand in
a small group and pray. Also, I need to know
what is going on with my famil y all the time. We
are really closely knit. I need to have spoken on
the phone with them at least; I find it hard to
concentrate on my work if I have not spoken to
them before a performance.
G: What was it like going back to India after a
22-year gap between visits?
RB: I got off the airplane, and started down the
steps. A group of people was waiting at the bottom for me . I got about half way down , and then
turned around and went back into the airplane. I
couldn't deal with the smell! I said , " I am going
back home. " But later, once I got used to being
there I loved it. There was that sense of coming
home. And everyone there is so nice! I couldn 't
even press the button for an elevator- I'd start
to and someone would be there doing it for me .
They are really nice there.
G: What is a surprising fact about you?

G: What do you listen to while driving?
RB: Prince , George Michael, Taal , Maxwell, Elvis
(and sometimes my own CD).

RB: I'm a mama 's boy! A lot of people look at
me and think I'm this tough guy, but I still need
my mom to give me my food! g

For upcoming performances and other news
visit www.reggiebenjamin.com
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THE SPITZ LIST
OF THE GREATEST
DOCUMENTARIES
OF ALL TIME:
ENDLESS SUMMER

(1966)

DIRECTOR: BRUCE BROWN
SUBJECT: SURFING

HOOP DREAMS (1994)
DIRECTOR: STEVE JAMES
SUBJECT: INNER-CITY BASKETBALL PLAYERS

THE THIN BLUE LINE (1988)
DIRECTOR: ERROL MORRIS
SUBJECT: A QUESTIONABLE DEATH ROW
SENTENCE IN TEXAS

THE GOOD FIGHT (1984)
DIRECTOR: NOEL BUCKNER, MARY DOE, SAM SILLS
SUBJECT: THE SPANISH CIVIL WAR

BUENA VISTA SOCIAL CLUB (1999)
DIRECTOR: WIM WENDERS
SUBJECT: LEGENDARY CUBAN MUSICIANS

ROGER AND

ME(1989l

DIRECTOR: MICHAEL MOORE
SUBJECT: JOB CUTS AT GENERAL MOTORS

PUMPING

IR0N(1977l

DIRECTOR: GEORGE BUTLER, ROBERT FIORE
SUBJECT: THE MR . UNIVERSE COMPETITION AND
ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER

The Robben Island Singers at the Getz Theatre at Columbia College
Sithole, Grant Shezi, Muntu Nxumalo) photo by Jack Alexander
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Fest in ShoW'
MAYFEST 1 WAS SO SUCCESSFUL, IT LANDED A SEQUEL!
BY ANDY ARGYRAKIS
MayFest is a time for the Columbia College campus to come together, to invite the outside community and to affirm that the spirit of the arts is alive
and well. Running the entire month of May, the
College 's arts festival returns to campus for the
second consecutive year.

Manifest Destiny
DAY LONG "MANIFEST" SLATED TO BE
HIGHLIGHT OF THIS YEAR 'S MAYFEST

BY ANDY ARGYRAKIS

"There will be art exhibits , readings, student musicians and all sorts of presentations from the various departments ," explains Mark Kelly, vice president of student affairs for Columbia. "We'll be
teaming up with HotHouse [the Chicago world
music club] to feature student art in their gallery
space and to help us book three national acts to
coincide with the festival. "
MayFest 2002 packed the month with the Dance
Center's Senior Concerts , Art & Design 's
Graduating Seniors Fine Art Exhibit, and the
Fashion Department's Fashion Columbia, readings
from Hair Trigger, musical performances by Oliver
Mtukudzi , Fred Anderson , Thornetta Davis and the
Columbia College Jazz Ensemble , photography
exhibits at the Museum of Contemporary
Photography, student film exhibits , and numerous
additional programs. At press time , specifics on
this year's festivities were unavailable , but planning committee members confirm they will be raising the bar on last year's inaugural celebration.
Inspired by a series of student ArtWalks and periodic musical presentations from prior years, Kelly
and a team of administrators want to expand upon
those already thriving activities by incorporating
them into a month 's worth of events .
"Originally, my desire was for every art and design
student to turn in a sizable body of work , which
would be given a certain amount of wall or table
space to be displayed, " says Jay Wolke , chairman
of the art and design department and one of the
festival founders. " I looked at it as more than just

a display, but rather a pedagogical part of the student's Columbia experience. By opening it up to
the public and creating a month to make it a centerpiece , it would be the culmination of what graduating seniors learned within their disciplines. "
MayFest exposes students to works by their fellow
classmates and peers whom they may not have
previously encountered on campus. "Since we
have no quad and no central spot, students tend
to stay within their concentrated area of study and
never get to see what others are doing," says
CaroiAnn Brown , MayFest's production manager.
"Students who 've never met each other are able to
share ideas, critique each other 's work and provide general feedback toward one another. "
The production team hopes MayFest will attract
about 5 ,000 people throughout the month , including prospective students , industry experts in all
arts fields and art lovers from outside the college
community. With the probability that many professionals in various art, design and cultural fields
will be on hand to soak in the atmosphere ,
MayFest is sure be the birthing ground for many
students ' future employment. "Job hunters will be
looking to see what students are up to ," Wolke
says. "This will be the first time they're no longer
judged as students, but within the professional
ranks of their discipline , bringing that pedagogical
experience full circle. "
The spirit of MayFest extends well beyond its
scheduled 31 days and into students' future
endeavors. "You can consider [MayFest] as a student's rite of passage into society, " Brown says .
"They can say ' look what we 've accomplished ' and
rightfully show off their work to those around them ,
but it's the professional steps that follow which
truly reflect the vibrant Columbia community. " g
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on view:
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The ArtSynergy Project Brings Together Old Enemies To Create Works of Art

Vietnam. That word, at one time, filled me with a sense of
heavy dread. I know that I'm not alone with this. Ask any of the
American Vietnam generation, if you can catch them in a moment of honest reflection. In 1969 my orders arrived. I was a corporal in the Marine
Corps stationed at the air facility attached to Camp Lejeune, North
Carolina. For several years I had been eager to go to Vietnam. I enlisted
naively thinking that it was a noble cause. Enlisting also got me out of a
blue-collar neighborhood and dealt with the looming draft that was taking
all of my high school buddies off the streets.
By the time my orders arrived, however, the dread had begun. My younger
cousin, Bobby Nawrocki , was a Marine radioman killed in the let
Offensive on January 24, 1968 (Panel 35 East, Line 25 on the Wall). He
had only been in country three weeks when he volunteered to ride shotgun in the first truck of a supply convoy. They rolled over a land mine; he
never knew what hit him. There was nothing noble in this-it was a
waste. In poker terms, however, that upped the ante for me .
I was headed for Vietnam when my story shifted at the Marine staging
area in Okinawa. I will forever remember sitting in front of a gunnery sergeant dressed in the camouflaged utility uniform of the day, droning on
about what we needed to do in the three days before flying to join our
units in country. What really riveted my attention, however, was the travel
poster mounted on the front of the speaker's podium. The words at the
bottom read, "Vacation in Beautiful VietNam": the main figure was a grinning skeleton with a bone finger pointed in the direction of a lush, green
tropical forest.
However, I never made that flight. President Nixon scheduled a pull back
of American troops. Instead of actually taking troops out of Vietnam, the
thousands of us who had orders were held in place , and then redistributed to other locations in Southeast Asia. My orders were changed to

lwakuni, Japan . I had-almost literally-dodged a bullet. I served out the
last year of my enlistment, physically turned my back to Vietnam and
came home in 1970.
Vietnam. Thirty-one years later I am sitting in the fifth row of a packed
auditorium in Ho Chi Minh City at the Conservatory of Music. The house
lights are down; the Vietnamese orchestra (dressed in formal gowns and
tuxedos) is seated onstage warming up, tuning cellos and violins. This is
a big night. The buzzing audience of 600 is filled with a good number of
Vietnam veterans-mostly Vietnamese-who fought either the French or
Americans, or both. Among the handful of American Vietnam veterans
here is Kimo Williams, the Columbia College composer and guest of
honor. His music, "Symphony for the Sons of Nam," will be performed by
this Vietnamese orchestra. The conductor, Jim MacDonald from
Columbia's Music Department, has been rehearsing this group intensely
for the past week. This is an orchestra trained to play classical compositions; Western music for them is Tchaikovsky, Debussy and the like.
Kimo's music is a classical symphony with tinges of American jazz
rhythms; it's nothing like this orchestra has ever seen before. There is
some tension about how well this will sound. Kimo later told me, "The
challenges working with the HCMC orchestra were mainly connected to
language. However, the larger problems for the musicians were the
rhythms in the African tradition. My symphony has a lot of syncopated
rhythms that the musicians had no experience with, and Jim MacDonald
had a real challenge getting them to execute these rhythms correctly. "
Kimo is sitting by himself in the front row off to the left, focused on
something he is writing.
The person to my right is a graying, frail, Vietnamese man wearing a light
brown suit-larger than it needs to be. He speaks only a little English,
but in our few moments of conversation he has made it clear that he

BY TOM NAWROCKI
PHOTOGRAPHY BY KIMO WILLIAMS
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fought in the war-that he is a Vietnam veteran
of the American War.
Just before the lights come down, he leans
over and our shoulders touch. He wants to
know where Kimo fought and points to a map
of Vietnam he sketched on the concert program . When I indicate an area a little north and
west of Saigon,
he smiles, touches his chest and
then points to a
spot further
north in the central highlands. He
served in a different area. I think we are both relieved. Jim
MacDonald enters the stage from the left
dressed in tails with his hair pulled back in a
ponytail. He bows to the audience, receives
polite applause, turns to the orchestra and
takes control. There is silence. He raises the
baton and the music is ... sublime.

concert began I felt very proud as I looked
around and realized the importance of what I
did: I brought two cultures together to express
themselves through art. For the first time (as it
relates to the war) I felt like I really could make
a positive difference. Back in 1970 I felt that
my voice-either positive or negative about the
war-really did not matter."

the Sons of Nam," a way of using art to help
people understand the emotions of those
moments veterans had lived through. It also
led to the ArtSynergy Project. Several times, I
had heard Kimo talk about ArtSynergy: here it
was in motion .
This is an excerpt from the ArtSynergy description: "In 1972 the
war between the

Kl MO COULD PLAY SOME HENDRIX. WHEN HE DONNED THE
HEADSCARF AND GOT UP TO THE MIKE SINGING "THE WIND

unitedstatesand
Vietnam ended, and

CRI ED MARY, " H E L0 0 KED AN D S 0 U N DE D T H E PART. N EVER
MIND THAT THE GUITAR WASN'T QUITE THERE YET.

As the first movement takes hold, I marvel at
what is taking place here. This must be a fairly
unique occurrence in the world, and most certainly between our countries: a concert written
by an ('\merican Vietnam vet, performed by a
Vietnamese orchestra, conducted by an
American professor with an audience that
includes Vietnamese and American veterans
who fought against each other. A work of art is
bringing former enemies together-in a new
way. An opportunity for kinship is emerging out
of decades of animosity. Here are two countries inexorably linked by a bloody war without
knowledge of each other's culture. It occurs to
me (as it has occurred to Kimo) that artists on
both sides can now provide a fresh point of
view. Who else would be open enough to take
this type of action? Kimo later said, "When the
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Kimo Williams went to Vietnam in 1970 as a
combat engineer. Stationed at Lai Khe, northwest of Saigon, his day job was clearing out
areas for new firebases. By night he was learning how to play guitar. That later led to forming
a band, The Soul Coordinators , who played
Motown hits with some Jimi Hendrix mixed in.
And Kimo could play some Hendrix. When he
donned the headscarf and got up to the mike
singing "The Wind Cried Mary," he looked and
sounded the part. Nevermind that the guitar
wasn't quite there yet; that part would come in
time. For the moment, volume would stand in
for finesse. Midway through his tour, the opportunity of going on the road with the band presented itself. And so out to the firebases with
nicknames like "We've Got To Get Out of This
Place" and "American Woman" they went playing Temptations songs like "Get Ready" and
"My Girl" and Edwin Starr's "25 Miles to Go"
and always-always-a little Hendrix.
Back in the states his hunger for music brought
him to the Berklee School of Music, where he
learned the rudiments of theory and composition. This eventually led to the "Symphony for

the two countries
have been trying to
pick up the pieces
ever since. But, before we can mend the deep
wounds of war-before the new generations
can understand what happened then and what
happens next-both countries must continue to
work together to establish a sense of international community. Artists can play a valuable
role in this process by providing a variety of
expressive forms to enhance our dialogue and
enrich our experiences. With this vision,
ArtSynergy will encourage and provide opportunities for meaningful collaborations between
artists of Vietnam and the United States ...
beyond the 'in-and-out' syndrome of most cultural exchanges." Obviously, this was an idea
whose time had arrived; I was watching and
feeling the emotional gravity take effect.
I became involved when Kimo, Dominic Pacyga ,
the noted historian, and I began teaching a
course entitled, "The Vietnam War in History,
Literature and Art." We each had our specialties, but I discovered other things. I realized
that Vietnam was still simply a war to me-and
a nasty one at that. I had turned my back to it
in 1970, and it was frozen in my mind. There

Smell of Rain or Poem of M.
All the tears of the world that surround our house.
You lie against me and because the rain is falling
Like nothing we have ever seen, you tell me the sad stories
You have buried in your heart for years.
It rained for thousands of nights turning the darkness white.
Like the cow remembering dung I went crazy remembering your smell,
Which you lost lying on anonymous tile floors
Leaving me only nights of rain and the odor of tears.
Do you still love me? How far does your love go?
How far resentment and anger?
Fifteen years are hardly enough to understand our hearts.
The constant rain has flooded the ground floor.
Upstairs we lie under the eaves listening to rain beating on the metal roof.
May death come while we lie here together listening to this rain.
(Translated by Hoang Hung & Joseph Duemer)

Hoang Hung is a Vietnamese senior poet and literary translator of contemporary poets such as Allen Ginsberg, Robert Greeley and Charles Simic.
After years of repression , Hung is being allowed to publish his own poetry
and travel outside the country. He has won major awards from the
Vietnamese Writers Union including awards for book of the year and best
translation (for Poems by Apollinaire) . In 2000 he received a three-month
residency for literary translator in Paris by the Ministry of Culture &
Communication of France.
Paul Hoover, Columbia 's poet in residence , says, " I know of no other poetry with which to compare Hung's . Under its cool, narrative surface, the
poetry is very complex and emotional. "
Hung will read from his work at Columbia College, Thursday, May 22.
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powerful as an arm. Nowadays, poetry is still
broadcast by mass media including newspapers and television, and the appellation ' poet'
is still a merit in our society. The problem is
this: the poetry introduced by mass media is
sometimes the weaker kind-poetry that is
amateuristic, easy, or politically correct. The
innovative , non-official poetry struggles to
make its way to the public. "

We take the elevator up to the restaurant on
the sixth floor. I'm thankful for the air conditioning. The heat and humidity in Ho Chi Minh City
in September has a real presence. Ten minutes
after walking outside our hotel, my shirt would
be drenched in sweat. I was taking three showers a day. When walking around the city, I had
the feeling of puddle jumping from one pool of
air conditioning to the next.

Hoang Hung is 58 years old, but you'd never
guess that. Forty-eight maybe. He is tall for a
Vietnamese, fit and has a gaze that holds your
attention. Dom Pacyga and I met Hung for
lunch at the Victory Hotel in Ho Chi Minh City.
Zung Dao, our guide and translator, said any
facility with the word "victory" means that it is
government owned . Zung, a Chicagoan now,
was a South Vietnamese Green Beret in 1975.
On the day that Saigon fell, he was under fire
all day helping refugees on the last ship to
make it out of Saigon Harbor.

The elevator opens to a large cafeteria with
views of the city above the treetops on all
sides. There are at least 20 tables and two
buffet lines. Most tables are filled, and there is
the normal buzz of noontime conversation. It's
the background music that makes it seem a bit
surreal. Dominic and I are the only nonVietnamese here. There is Russian martial
music: a sort of Cossack John Phillip Souza
string of marches. It plays the entire afternoon.

gravity

Hoang Hung spent 39 months in a reeducation
camp because of his poetry. Even now, I some-

times marvel at his commitment to art. He was
raised in the North and taught school during
the war. Families, during the B-52 bombings ,
sent their children away from the cities for
safety. It's not hard for me to imagine him in a
classroom becoming silent as the faint roar of
jet engines preceded the low, rumble of the
bombs near Haiphong, where their parents and
relatives lived. The children referred to the jet
noise as "whispering death ."
Hung explained his situation. "To understand
why I have been imprisoned, you must understand that all artistic efforts to create literature avoiding the political demands of the
Communist regime were under suspicion for
decades . Thus, the ' Humanism-Belles
Lettres ' movement in North Vietnam 19551956 was oppressed." This poetry emphasized
individual concerns rather than a collective view
of people and implied a political mindset
Communist officials viewed as dangerous.

Students and Faculty at Columbia Ponder Their Activism
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Rashid Johnson
Uncle Tom, 2002
Duratrans in lightbox
48 X 48 X 6 in.
copyright Rashid Johnson,
courtesy moniquemeloche, Chicago

VIS I On
Photographs by Rashid Johnson

Rashid Johnson
Negro, 2001
Van Dyke photograph
90x80in.
copyright Rashid Johnson,
courtesy moniquemeloche , Chicago

"I don't stamp the work with race. People interpret
the WOrk that way," says photographer Rashid Johnson. Much of

been featured in Chicago 's Museum of Contemporary Art as well as the

Johnson 's oeuvre has often been described as dealing with themes of

more. He has work currently on display at the Art Institute of Chicago and

race and culture but the Chicago-based artist-and Columbia College

future exhibits slated for the Walker Art Center in Minnesota and the

graduate of the class of 2000-says he never considers themes while

International Center of Photography in New York.

shooting.
"I try not to look at my work as being themed. I think themes suggest
that [it is] full of anecdotes that don't allow for the work to live as more
transcendental, " says Johnson.
The son of Cheryl Johnson-Odim (the Dean of the School of Liberal
Education), he has been making noise lately. His creations have recently
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Sunrise Museum in Charleston, West Virginia. And 2003 promises even

As for the way he interprets his own art?
"If there were a theme in the work, it would be progress and evolution.
Trying to ask new questions about photography. Pretty simple, " Johnson
says. -JAN NGUYEN

Rashid Johnson
I Talk White, 2002
C-print
copyright Rashid Johnson.
courtesy moniquemeloche, Chicago
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Fiction Writing
Cover Letters & Resumes
Essays
Scholarships
Advertising Copy
Screenwriting
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Treatments
Creative Non-Fiction
Master's Theses
Poetry
Journalism
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Thesis Formation
Idea Development
Organization
Detail
Research
Paraphrasing
Punctuation
Grammar
Sentence Structure
Documentation
& Format

The Writ ing Center of Columbia College provides a comfortable and
collaborative environment for writers of all majors , genres and abil ities. Writers work closely with Writing Consultants from various concentrations and backgrounds to develop each stage and element of
the writing process.

Columbia College Chicago Writing Center
33 East Congress, Chicago, IL
Suite 100
312.344.8190
writi ngcenter@colu m .edu
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~ DVD FILM SCHOOL

BY FRANK SENNETT

Discs That'll Get You Up To Speed on Making Movies
Are you a budding filmmaker with more creative vision than technical skill? Want to
convert your budget-busting movie habit into a tax deduction? Think DVDs should be
useful for more than freeze-framing nude scenes? If so, pick up the following discs:
They're packed with enough battle-tested directing tips to get you within shooting distance of Robert Rodriguez or Allison Anders.
It's not that we recommend dropping out of film school like Kevin Smith did before making Clerks. The special features on these DVDs do provide the lowdown on everything
from developing scripts and scouting locations to editing your indie opus and making
action figures of the cast. As a bonus, we've only selected films worthy of adding to your
permanent cinema collection.

AMELIE (Miramax, 2001)

Directed by Jean-Pierre Jeunet
Required viewing: On "The Look of Amelie" featurette, cinematographer Bruno Delbonnel and
Jeunet discuss how they created such a bright look full of saturated colors. Jeunet showed
Delbonnel the work of a Brazilian painter whose palette he wanted to emulate. The two then did so
much shot prep that "sometimes we knew 10 weeks in advance that we were going to use a
special lens," Delbonnel recalls.
Lecture: "When you're on the set, it's too late to think," Jeunet says. "You have to work."
Extra credit: Get a feel for the audition process by watching the three included screen tests.

THE LIMEY (Artisan, 1999)
Directed by Steven Soderbergh

Required viewing: On the commentary track, writer Lem Dobbs accuses Soderbergh of ruining his
screenplay by cutting key scenes and character development. The exchanges reveal the bare-knuckle nature of the creative process-and underscore how committed great directors are to their vision.
Lecture: "As a completely disinterested, objective filmgoer, I think it's a good movie," Dobbs says.
"As the screenwriter, I do think it's crippled." Counters Soderbergh , "The first one's the only one
that matters-the objective filmgoer position. That's the only one I think about."
Extra credit: The "Technical Specs " section describes the DVD transfer process in exacting detail.

SAY ANYTHING (20th Century Fox, 1989)

Directed by Cameron Crowe
Required viewing: Loads of alternate, extended and deleted scenes underscore the importance of
hard-nosed editing. An extended take in which John Mahoney passionately argues for a zoning variance to expand his nursing home makes the later revelation that he's stealing from the old folks
more painful. But the scene hammers the point home way too hard , and it's eye-glazingly long. Cuts
like this helped make Say Anything a Gen-X classic.
Extra credit: Gaze upon lone Skye. Sigh deeply. Repeat. Some viewers find this also works for
John Cusack.
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MEMENTO: LIMITED EDITION (Columbia TriStar, 2000)
Directed by Christopher Nolan
Required viewing: What's a school without tests? This two-disc set makes you take multiple-choice
psychological exams to access special features. On disc two , select the clock on the picture menu
and answer "E, Strongly Agree" to the third question . Then you can open the director's shooting
script-and toggle back and forth between it and the movie. You can also watch an informative
Anatomy of a Scene documentary from the Sundance Channel.
Homework: Study this backwards-running movie to learn about editing choices and story structure.
Disc two also contains a version that plays in chronological order. To access it, select the clock.
When you get to the question asking you to put the pictures of a woman changing a tire in order,
click pictures 3 , 4, 1 and then 2.
Extra credit: Play the director's commentary on disc one by selecting "comments " on the word
menu and then "watch. "

AMERICAN BEAUTY (DreamWorks , 1999)
Directed by Sam Mendes
Required viewing: On computer DVD drives , you can play the film in a small window while you scroll
through the finished screenplay and pop up storyboards of many scenes.
Lecture: "You have to be a believer in happy accidents, " Mendes says. "You might find a much better shot when you set up the camera. But with storyboards you always have a starting point, which
is great."
Extra credit: Watch the presentation of the opening scene led by Mendes and director of photography Conrad T. Hall. It's a savvy discussion of how following the rules of storyboarding gives you the
flexibility to break them when needed on-set.

THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO (Buena Vista , 2002)
Directed by Kevin Reynolds
Required viewing: " En Garde ," a look at multiple-angle dailies of the final swordfight with commentary by Reynolds; "The Clash of Steel, " in which fight choreographer William Hobbs describes how to
create a swashbuckling stunt sequence.
Lecture~

"A major climactic duel will take three weeks to choreograph ," Hobbs says . "If you think
that Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers used to take six weeks on a dance sequence, it's not surprising
it takes that amount of time. "

Homewo:rk: 1. When training, break each sequence into daily chunks of 10 moves or so.
2. Liberally employ close-ups when filming action sequences-"You can get away with a multitude of
sins on your closer stuff," Reynolds confides. 3. Under-crank the camera to give the sequence a
sped-up sense of hyper-reality.
Ext~ra

credit: "Adapting a Classic, " with commentary by screenwriter Jay Wolpert, offers insight to
anyone looking at public-domain classics for source material. "How do I tell this tale in the most
compelling, theatrical and visual way? " Wolpert asks. "The first thing is not to view it as a legendary
story. You must steel yourself to abandon a lot of the book. "

EL MARIACHI/DESPERADO (Columbia, 1992 & 1995)
Directed by Robert Rodriguez
Required viewing: Rodriguez shoehorns two indispensable guerilla filmmaking tutorials onto this
double-sided DVD . First up is "Ten-Minute Film School " (actually 15 minutes), in which the director
explains how he was able to make El Mariachi for just $7,000. Next comes "Ten Minutes More:
Anatomy of a Shootout," wherein Rodriguez describes setting up the opening sequence of
Desperado.
Lecture: "If you're interested in making a movie , go make one, " Rodriguez says. "But make it cheap.
Refuse to spend any money and see how much you can do with your creativity. "
Homework: 1. Film action sequences until something goes wrong, then set up from a different angle
and pick up from the mistake. When you intercut the shots , it'll look like you had two cameras running. 2. Draw your own storyboards- " If you hire a storyboard artist, he 's making your shots and
your camera angles and in a lot of ways directing your movie," Rodriguez says. 3 . Transfer your edit
straight from 16mm to video . If distributors pick up your film , they'll pay for a 35mm blowup.
Extra credit: The director imparts even more wisdom to DIY filmmakers on his commentary tracks.

AN EVENING WITH KEVIN SMITH (Columbia TriStar, 2002)
Directed by J.M. Kenny

Required viewing: The four-hour doc of Smith's recent college tour includes extraneous sequences
about things like how his wife wounded his penis on their first date. But for hilarious insights into
how Hollywood develops films, listen as Smith details his misadventures with Warner Bros . and producer Jon Peters while re-writing the Superman Reborn script.
Lecture: "Credit cards work very well " to fund a film, Smith says. "Get a job at a video store. Make
sure you're working the desk all the time so you answer the phone. Get a bunch of credit-card applications. Fill them all out saying that you're the manager of the store and make $50,000 a year.
Then , when they call in to check, say, 'Yes, he works here, he is the manager, and he makes
$50,000 a year. ' But if you're going to do something stupid like charge a bunch of film stuff on your
credit cards, do it while you're kind of young."

Homework: Know your limits. Smith wrote the Randall character in Clerks for himself, but then realized " I can't act, I can't memorize dialogue. " He took the Silent Bob part instead. Quentin Tarantino
would do well to make similar choices.
Extra credit: Learn how to wheedle actor pals into your films by watching Smith's take on landing
Ben Affleck for Jersey Girl. The day you can guilt an A-list star into cutting his already nominal fee
because his superhero movie is delaying your low-budget shoot, you'll graduate DVD Film School with
honors.

RESERVOIR DOGS: TEN YEARS (Artisan, 1992)
Directed by Quentin Tarantino
Required viewing: "Selecting the Shot: Location Scouting with Billy Fox " describes how Fox nailed
down so many distinctive locations with only a $28,000 budget and a 24-day shooting schedule.
Lecture: "You have to get releases on things that are featured in movies, " Fox notes . "The way we
got a release on the liquor store was, I made sure that we bought our off-the-record wrap beers
every night from that liquor store. "
Extra credit: Learn about creating action figures for your characters in "Small Dogs : Action Figure
Development." Turns out, it takes about six months to bring them to market. And remember, "Stolen
diamonds not included." g
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CORRESPONDENT'S COURSE

BY SAM JEMIELITY
PHOTOGRAPHS BY BARRY BRECHEISEN

NPR Correspondent Jacki Lyden brings some of the world's harshest realities home
NPR ALL THINGS CONSIDERED CO-HOST
and foreign correspondent Jacki Lyden has seen
some of the worst horrors on the planet both
abroad and at home. The Columbia alum covered
the Gulf War, and the New York resident was
also one of the first journalists on the scene at
the World Trade Center t ragedy, reporting more
or less nonstop for a week. Last fall , Lyden
came to Chicago to read from her book,
Daughter of the Queen of Sheba- an awardwinining memoir of her mother's battl e with
mental illness , and participate with Laurence
Gonzalez on a panel on creative non-fiction.
We caught up with the incredibly busy Lyden for
a discussion of her craft.

JL: That 's a hard question to answer. It just
doesn't seem that extraordinary to me. I come
with a lot of questions and respect. I don 't try
to overlay a grid on people. A lot of foreign journalists exhibit [an attitude of] "I've been there
before , seen it all , done that, you 're punching
my ticket." I want to figure out mentally where
these people are in their culture and in their
lives . My curiosity is absolutely genuine .
G: Do you remember the time when you realized you wanted to be a foreign correspondent?

G: How did you find a point where you wanted
to turn from telling other peoples ' stories to
talking about your mother?

Gravity: What is the most important th ing you
tried to tell students about creative non-fiction?

JL: My biggest moment of epiphany was landing
in Amman , Jordan , two days after Saddam
Hussein had invaded Kuwait. [I realized] how

JL: When I got to Baghdad , I would entertain my
fellow [Gulf War] correspondents with tales of
my mother bequeathing me Mesopotamia. They

Jacki Lyden: I've inhabited a

G: What do you think it is about your
personality that makes you good at doing that?

cultures that were going to be resistant to
facile penetration , and it was going to take a lot
of work. I studied Arabic , I started reading history, I wasn 't eager to leave, and I could just
tell that I had a different sort of sensibility for
it. I knew then that I would keep coming back to
this place for my whole life. It may have had to
do with my own childhood , with my mother
doing this daughter of the Queen of Sheba
when I was 12. I think many people fall in love
with given questions , and this was mine.

FOR MOST OF US, THE EXPERIENCE OF A 50-YEAR-OLD would all laugh of course. I
lot of different worlds , from
would say, "We 've got
being a Midwestern correUNEMPLOYED STEELWORKER IS JUST AS STRANGE AS nothingtofearfrom anyspondent covering the
thing Saddam Hussein has
A PERSON IN A VILLAGE IN RURAL AFGHANISTAN WHO to say to us. My mother
demise of agriculture and
steel as we know it, to bei ng
bequeathed me this place
HAS BEEN FOREVER UNDER SIEGE.
a war correspondent coverwhen I was 12." We would
incredibly comfortable I felt to be there. That 's
ing the destruction of cultures and the clash of
laugh , but part of me was thinking, "My god , I
cultures. What ties those things together is the
utterly surprised me. I hadn 't been bugging to
can 't believe I'm here , of all places ." I felt that
art and science of inhabiting territo ries that are
go to the Middle East, I was expecting to go to
there was more universality in her story of losforeign to us. For most of us , the experience of a North Africa . It just all clicked .
ing your mind and trying to reclaim it in delu50-year-old unemployed steelworker is just as
sion than I had ever thought. I was living this
strange as a person in a village in rural
G: Can you explain that comfortable feeling?
singular experience with her at home, when I
What gave you that?
Afghanistan who has been forever under siege .
was a correspondent based in Chicago and conYou have to give yourself permission to tell these
stantly traveling up to try to straighten things
JL: I felt that these places could be dangerous ,
stories , and then you have to translate them into
out in Wisconsin. And then the summer after
and that one could misunderstand completely.
drama and meaning for a Western reader.
the Gulf Wa r, in August 1990, I was interviewBut I knew that I could have a great capacity to
ing a Palestinian family that had been kicked
misunderstand. I knew that these were deep

out of Kuwait. And the head of the household
said, "Now we will lose all this family history,
because I'm getting kicked out of this country."
It occurred to me that I was on the verge of
losing my family history as well.
G: Did you discover anything while writing that
book?

founded about what I knew had to be a lapse
in vision by U.S. security. I know these agencies to some degree, and I knew there had to
be intelligence that had been on the table, as
indeed there has so well-proved to be. I
remember riding my bicycle to Ground Zero,
through this stream of humanity, seeing people
who were bleeding from head to foot, knowing
how many people had been killed, and thinking
the whole time that probably this had not had

loss of 3,000 people. I could tell people what
was going on. Early days, we would keep hoping each night that they might find more survivors. Pretty soon it became clear there
weren 't more survivors. I felt so badly for
America. I had been in Israel, and I had seen
what had happened to people, and I knew that
was going to happen to us. Northern Ireland
comes to mind. I had interviewed the family of
a Northern Irish Protestant guy who had been
blown up in a car bomb. I had
MY BICYCLE TO GROUND ZERO,
visited his corpse at the
OF HUMANITY, SEEING PEOPLE WHO morgue, and it's just so sad
that this is in America now.

JL: The book has helped me discover that delusions are hugely powerI REMEMBER RIDING
ful and they can be
both empowering and
THROUGH THIS STREAM
destructive. But they
WERE BLEEDING FROM HEAD TO FOOT, KNOWING HOW MANY
have to be respected.
You can live under a
PEOPLE HAD BEEN KILLED, AND THINKING THE WHOLE TIME G: What are you working on
delusion, and it can
now?
THAT PROBABLY THIS HAD NOT HAD TO HAPPEN.
help you achieve great
JL: I'm working on a new book called Lost and
heights or it can wither your soul, as we have
to happen. That was absolutely one of my first
Found in Baghdad. It's about being a foreign
seen in so many horribly self-destructive choicreactions that morning. I thought Bin Laden
es in the Middle East. The way to get at that is
correspondent and going to these places, and
right away, and I thought, I can't believe that
to attempt to see the human in what looks so
in your heart of hearts you know you know
they've allowed this to happen.
completely inhumane. My mother turned into
nothing. And what you know, you know through
quite a psychotic character, but never lost for
your translators. You're redeemed by people
G: Did the magnitude ...
me her essential humanity.
whose stories you tell. It pivots around my Iraqi
JL: It took my breath away. I would never have
translator and my Iranian boyfriend , who I met
G: How did covering September 11 compare to
expected anything that big.
in Tehran. We 've long since parted, but we 're
covering horrors in other countries?
good friends. Both of them were made to fight
G: Did it make it difficult to do your job?
in wars they didn't believe in, but they did it
JL: I wasn't surprised that it had now reached
any way. It tells their story, it will also cover
the shores of the United States. I felt nauseatJL: No. I was so glad I had a job to do. That
Kabul, and then probably the last chapter will
ed about it and repelled, but I never felt
was trying to translate what had happened in
be Baghdad .
New York to the rest of the country. I was so
shocked. I immediately felt that the bloom was
off the rose forever. I had been at a number of
glad I was a journalist. I have a number of
G: Will you go back to Iraq if we go to war?
bus bombings in Israel. In fact, I was at the
friends who are novelists, who kept saying,
very first big one in 1994, [when] 24 people
"Will I ever write another word? Does it mean
JL: I certainly hope so. I don't know if I'm going
were killed. I had seen the carnage up close,
anything anymore?" I was able to stay
to be in the first wave of reporters over there.
and I thought someday this is going to happen
overnight at Ground Zero that whole fi rst week.
I'm sure I will be there sooner later. g
in the United States. I was dumbfounded by
I was really glad to be there , and so sad, but I
the magnitude and the viciousness, and condidn't have to sit there and only think about the
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G FORCES
BY SAM WELLER

BOOK WORM
Since taking over as Columbia's Library
Director in August 2001, Jo Cates has
supervised an overhaul of the library
web site, turning it into an uber-portal
for research dweebs. Along with useful
databases like Lexis-Nexis free of
charge to students, faculty and administrators, Cates has helped introduce a
plethora of programs to the CCC
library. There's the new "career corner, " a joint
collaboration between the library and the career center
office that will gather a trunkload of job and internship
opportunities, with a ribbon ceremony slated for
mid-spring. Despite the workload entailed in implementing her state-of-the-art vision, Cates is rapidly finishing
up the third edition of her own book scheduled for
release in early 2004. Journalism: A Guide to the
Reference Literature is a must have assemblage of reference resources for journos and writers interested in
getting the facts right.

HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS
People either love it or hate it. Columbia College's insane
academic calendar gives students two weeks off at
Christmas, hauls their asses back for two weeks of classes
and final exams and then gives them three weeks off for
semester break. Couple this goofy vacation schedule with
the fact that school starts a month later each autumn than
most colleges and universities , and lets out for summer a
month later than most, and you might wonder who was
smoking what when they devised this annual itinerary?
Well, it's all about to change . Beginning in the 2005-2006
school year, Columbia gets with the rest of the higher
education community. Under an approved proposal presented by Steve Kapelke , the school's Provost;V.P. of Academic
Affairs, the 15-week fall semester will begin the day after
Labor Day and end one week before Christmas. The spring
semester will begin after Martin Luther King's birthday and
end in early to mid-May. Associate Provost Jan Garfield,
calls this a "great thing." One advantage, says Garfield , is
to put students on an even playing field with other students
across the country. "Spring semester currently [ends] in
late May," says Garfield . " Most other colleges and universities finish their academic years in late April or early May, so
students enrolled at other schools have already grabbed
the good summer jobs and summer internship placements
long before our Columbia students are even out of school. "

SCOTLAND YARD
QUESTIONING
In recent months, The Scotland Yard Gospel Choir has
received airplay on WXRT's Sound Opinions program, garnered praise from the show's host, Sun-Times scribe, Jim
DeRogatis and been written up in both Newcity and UR.
Not bad considering two of the band's four members are
still students at Columbia College. And all the press has
helped. According to the band member Elia (no last
name, sort of like Cher) major label's have been poking
around, asking questions. Part of the hubbub is due to
the success of the pop-folk group's last single, "Jeannie
That Cries." Now the band is hard at work on a fullfledged release, tentatively titled, I Bet You Say That To
All The Boys. At press time, the disk was 70% in the can
and will feature 11 tracks. So how does guitarist,
bassist, vocalist and harmonica player Elia describe his
group's eclectic sound? "Belle and Sebastian and The
Stone Roses," he says with a laugh. Ella adds that when
bandmate/Columbia student Matthew "Boston" Kerstein
was asked to describe the group's music, he called it
"Northern Soul " for lack of a better descriptor. "That is
not what we are, " says Ella. And they are not a gospel
choir, either. Listen for yourself at www.sygc.com.
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INTERVIEW BY SAM WELLER

u can regarding your
f your craft."
"As a performer, I simply
get out of the way and
share the story. As a
collaborative songwriter,
I just let the mus1c
speak through me."
"I was performing in Italy with the Chicago
Jazz Ensemble. I heard a chant from the
audience and when I inquired as to what they
were saying I was told that they were chanting, 'BOBBI ... BOBBI ... BOBBI!"'

"Columbia has instructors who are professionals who teach and can bring the benefits of
practical experiences to the classroom. It also
has open admissions and allows anyone a
chance to discover and develop their talents. "

"I believe each teacher has
their own concepts of success
but being a working professional
allows me to share information
with my students and not be
academics."
"I have been blessed to work with many of the
most talented musicians in the city of
Chicago. To name one would mean I would
slight others. Collectively they have taught
me an appreciation for all my opportunities
as a part of the jazz community. "

"I find inspiration
from everyday
life and by
tapping into the
"My creative
Creative Spirit
process comes
within."
out of chaos as
"Avoid believing the hype of over-night success stories. Learn how to manage your own
affairs to avoid mismanagement by someone
else. "

"Developing your own
personal style serves
one better than imitating someone else."

well as the
silence. I often
hone in on what I
need to know
from challenging
situations."

" Loving what you do also helps." g

A GAME YOU
MUST PLAY

"Last night a DJ saved my extra life. " No doubt
the philosophy behind a painfully hip puzzle
game armed with a killer soundtrack. Here,
music is the raison d'etre-players slide along
a track at ever-increasing speeds attempting to
collect power-ups and blast capsules that
release guitar licks and break beats. Miss a
note and the background tune (contributed by
notables such as David Bowie, Weezer and
Garbage) remains unremarkable. But hit the
right button at the right time and voila-suddenly the TV speakers come alive and you're

trois create the closest simulation to date (no
more 60-yard runs or half-field spot-on shots) ,
but, like all football games, this will be ignored
by fans of "real " American sports and is
intended for us poor sods who pony up for
satellite just for English Premier League and
talk straight-faced about braces , trebles,
strikes and derbies. Sick detail allows you to
identify players by their signature features.
Zidane's baldspot, Beckham's fauxhawk and
Ljundberg's rooster comb remain visible even
on the most removed camera angle. Nearly all
teams have three kit options with customized
player attire. Rivaldo flexes the white
shoes/ white socks and Beckham comes complete with Predators . Some gameplay proves
annoying (netting headers is almost impossible) , but the clubs, players and specific crowd
songs will get you through European winter
break. -Joe Jarvis

A CD YOU
MUST HEAR

an impresario. Despite psychedelic polygonal
trappings that usher in deja vu for any fan of
seminal '80s classic Tempest, the product's a
novelty piece in its own right; with the ability to
create custom remixes and be played online via
Sony's Network Adapter, it's essentially an
interactive concept album. Trippy, yes, but also
unique and playable ... not to mention cheaper
than a turntable. -Scott Steinberg

ANOTHER COOL
GAME

a plaintive cool-down and a revelation of the
broader intelligence under The Music's 70 's
rock-god preening. Too bad we all can 't be this
industrious when bored .
-Sam Jemielity

A CD YOU
NEED NOW

For years , coolgrrrls.com has been my haven.
An Internet palace where grrrls are royalty, and
their need to rock through life is celebrated.
The website 's fi rst compilation CD serves the
same purpose. It has 16 tracks from a bevy of
girl bands, each one jamming louder and harder than the next. Tirany kicks things off with
" So Long," a frisky anthem celebrating a girl 's
need to do her own thing. Lava Baby isn't far

Don't let the seeming hauteur of the name fool
you. When pressed as to what high-minded purpose got them to form "The Music ," the barely
twenty Leeds lads say it was out of boredom.
But boredom will not be an issue when listening to the quartet's no-holds-barred Led Zepmeets-Chemical Brothers rock 'n' roll, which
pinballs between heavy-guitar Britpop bands
like Stereophonics and the muted cerebral rock
of Coldplay (with whom "The Music" will be
touring America this spring) . On their self-titled
debut, the soaring, raucous prelude "The

This one 's dedicated to Europhiles. Sure , the
graphics of EA's latest football game make its
predecessors look like Atari and improved con-

Road and Walk It;" "The Truth Is No Words"
churns along a warm Stevie Ray Vaughn-esque
shuffle ; "The People" bounces on a funk-electronica beat. The slow-build coda "Too High " is

Dance " stokes the appetite for what 's to come
like "F* cking in the Bushes " does for a live
Oasis show, and the nine infectious tracks that
follow don't disappoint. Frontman Robert
Harvey wails like namesake Robert Plant over
a crystalline blues-rock riff on "Take the Long

behind on "Sex Junkie, " its irresistible chorus
filling one's head with doo doo doos for hours.
And Riff Randells brings glory to the power
chord on "Lethal Lipgloss ." I could go on, but
you might think I'm only plugging this CD
because I write for the site. And that's not
true. Coolgrrrls .com will always hold a special
place in my heart, but my love for the webzine
has nothing to do with my love for Cool Grrrls
Kick Ass! The latter was spawned in response
to the hearty spirit and superior quality of the
album 's music. This collective effort kicks ass,
takes names , and knocks down walls, all in the
name of fun and good music. -Jenny Seay

A BOOK YOU
NEED TO READ

Aleksander Heman is not a linear kind of guy.
The author of the short story collection The
Question of Bruno brings back the always-illusive protagonist Jozef Pronek in his first novel
Nowhere Man. What we do know about Jozef
Pronek is this: He is a Sarajevo native who trips
through adolescence obsessing over his
Beatles cover band and absurdly trying to lose

ANOTHER
COOL BOOK

The Village Voice called them "the world 's best

If one car with a dead passenger is traveling
south from Virginia and another car with a dead
passenger is traveling north from Florida , at
what point will fictional fate bring them together? Author Clay Mcleod Chapman's is an obvi-

rock 'n' roll band you never heard of," and this,
my friends, is a friggin' understatement. Hailing
from London, the Wildhearts take a healthy
swig from their heroes and puke it out as their
very own: the guitar chops of Angus; the melodic sense of early Cheap Trick; the crunch of

his virginity. Before the Bosnian war breaks
out, he leaves for Kiev to rediscover his
Ukrainian roots. There he has a moronic happenstance with George Bush, Sr.-moronic
being the operative word. Eventually Pronek

ous literary device that works: two protagonists
on the path to a head-on collision with destiny.
Will Colby returns home to find his new bride
dead of a head injury on the kitchen floor, having slipped on maps spread out to plan their
honeymoon. Phil Winte rs (that's right, their

immigrates to Chicago where he does a onetime stint as a private investigator only to join
Greenpeace, rallying for dolphins and the environment. The timeline flip-flops as each chapter
is narrated by characters who come in contact

names rhyme) gets news that the body of his
long-missing son has finally been found at the
bottom of a swamp. Both men decide, decay
be damned , to take their loved ones on prom-

stirring it would give Burt Bacharach the trots.
The group's latest video , directed by Ginger,
the band's frontmanjguitarist , has recently
been certified by the BBFC (British Board Of
Film Classification) as a short film. Evidently,

ised road trips, encountering life, death , deformities and a lot of twisted lessons in humanity
before finally meeting in the middle of 1-95. At
times, Chapman 's first novel (he also penned
2002's short-story collection, Rest Area) is a
comfortably quirky ride ; at other times, the

this is not a regular accolade bestowed upon
rock videos. And it's no wonder. This three
minute morsel has a beginning, middle and
end; some surprisingly sweet and subtle acting;
and some mighty hard rocking to top it all off.

author's stab at sharp, Chuck Palahniuk-style
language wilts ("I thought of how I could hold
onto her voice. The mouthpiece of the telephone could have the residue of all her conversations crusted inside"). Still, chapters devoted

-Sam Weller

with Pronek, starting with a nameless man
spotting Pronek in an ESL class and ending
with a cryptic historical character named Pick.
Heman injects dreams, sexual fantasies and
violent imaginings bathed in onion-musty sweat
and sweet coconut. His prose is unpredictable
and sharp. It brims with a love of language and
an obvious infatuation with the dictionary. He
writes about the immigrant experience with a
subtle sentimentality and an eagle-eyed wit.
Don't expect closure in Nowhere Man; expect
to be pleasantly perplexed as you piece together the obscure clues in the quasi-Lynchian last
chapter that leaves you wondering, who is Jozef
Pronek, really? -Christine Badger

to fascinating characters met along the way, a
Flannery O'Connor-like gothic sense, and the
creepy personification of the South as a living
monument to taking domestic tranquility for
granted is entertaining enough to prevail.
-Shelly Ridenour
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Motorhead; the attitude of the Replacements
and on and on. The band 's new single, "Stormy
in the North, Karma in the South, " is a footstomp of a tune, replete with the requisite wall
of Les Pauls and a catchy sing-along melody so

Check it out at www.thewildhearts.com.

Featured Author

Irvine Welsh
The Chica9o Pre~iere of

Superstarlet A.D.
Shot G Produced hy
Colutnhia Alu~ Mike Miller

A month-long
celebration
of work from
graduatng students

The Bookstore invites you to get to
kn ow Welsh's writings as we celebrate
his visit on campus

Jennifer Ha

nifestQ3lS&:Jftew
Columbia College Chicago Urban Arts Festival : Mav 22

An all-day urban arts festival featuring:
An " <I• tour of our galleries
and alternative exhibition spaces
Site-specific performance of
dance, theater and poetry

Columbia Bookstore
Torco Bldg • ph: 312/427-4860 • efollett.com

Count on the bookstore for your
everyday reading pleasure!

ML •I on three sound stages including
Columbia 's own student musical acts
and world music bands
Antle
~ Verba Buena and Los
lJOites

www.mavfestmanifest.colum.edu
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Got a spot for us?
e-mail us at g-spots@gravity.colum.edu.

BY JESSICA ROYER

HOTHOUSE
31 E. Balbo/312-362·9707 /www.hothouse.net
Next time you're looking for an evening out on
the town, why not order up that drink with a side
of cultural enlightenment? Any night of the week,
the HotHouse promises to have world music,
experimental jazz, hip-hop, spoken word, poetry
or something even funkier on the bill.
Born some 15 years ago in Wicker Park, the
HotHouse was originally a place for artists of all
perspectives, ethnicities and traditions-particularly those underrepresented by Chicago's other
arts venues-to gather, sound off and exchange
ideas. After gentrification pushed the HotHouse
out of its digs in the Flatiron Building around
1995, it restructured and reopened in 1998 in
the South Loop as the not-for-profit Center for
International Performance and Exhibition
(CIPEX), though its friends still call it the
HotHouse.
"We aim to expose audiences to a wide range of
cultural expression, political forums and artistic
adventures," says Oscar Groves, program director. "We try to encourage respect of ethnic diversity, political autonomy and a greater understanding that the society and city we live in has
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differing traditions and perspectives. That's
what guides our programming."
And that's what allows you to wander into the
HotHouse on a Friday night and hear electronica
music interpreted via klezmer, a traditional
Jewish instrument, or the latest, coolest Cuban
band, which won't be performing anywhere else
in the city. The 350-person capacity keeps the
crowd intimate, and the HotHouse keeps their
walls covered with the work of visual artists that
complement the performers onstage. Next time
the evening stretches out like a blank canvas
before you, head to the HotHouse and take in the
most amazing thing you've likely never heard of.

OYSY
888 S. Michigan Ave./312-922-1127 jwww.OYSYsushi.com
If you've walked down South Michigan Avenue
recently, you've probably heard OYSY (oh-EEshe), which means delicious, calling to you as
you prepare to cross 9th Street. An endless
expanse of enormous windows reveals the clear
lines of a pale wood and stainless steel interior,
with appealing accents like window boxes of
grass and a honeycomb-pattern sushi bar. Once
you pause to look, you're almost destined to
wind up inside, which is just what Ying Chen and
the other owners had in mind when they hired
architect Doug Garofalo, AlA, to create this cozy,
compelling restaurant space.
These same owners operate a number of carryout restaurants around downtown Chicago, but
"this is unique," says OYSY manager Sam
Rattanopas. "We have sushi, same as other
restaurants," she says (though not the same as
many others in the South Loop). "But we also
have izayaga, small portions of food so you can
share. This is traditional Japanese style. You
can get it anywhere in Japan. "

Who says the Spanish have cornered the tapas
market?
Rattanopas ' favorite dish is the super white
tuna, which comes grilled with yuzu dressing or
pan-fried with onion sake soy sauce. But this
could be subject to change. OYSY's menu is
updated monthly, so there's always something
new to try, and most choices cost between $5
and $10.
OYSY is open for lunch and dinner, but if you're
worried about finding it, grab a group of friends
and plan to visit after dark. " It's very bright
when you drive by at night, " Rattanopas says.
"You're not going to miss it."

PRINTERS ROW FINE & RARE BOOKS
715 S. Dearborn St./312-583-1800jwww.printersrowbooks.com
"Rare stamps and coins are beautiful to look
at, but books are just more interesting,"
explains Doug Phillips , 46, owner of Printers
Row Fine & Rare Books. You can read them, of
course (a task that's tricky and over rather
quickly where stamps and coins are concerned), and books have all sorts of interesting
tactile details , Phillips continues. Paper, binding, printing, leather covers, the occasional
author's autograph ...

bustling street outside, it's full of books anyone
would love-not just snooty collectors. There's
the Barbie-size set of 41 individual Shakespeare
plays, early editions of Harper Lee's To Kill A
Mockingbird, Hemingway, Bradbury, Bellow and
Ralph Ellison's Invisible Man. For the discerning
palate , Phillips offers a signed, first edition
Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone, one
of only 350 copies (the title changed before the
book hit the United States).

And this man should know. His store, open
since October 2000, was born of his personal
collection. After nearly 20 years of gathering,
Phillips ' books, many of them first editions, no
doubt took over a good portion of his home
and likely a healthy section of his finances, so
he parlayed them into a business. "Originally it
was very, very rough, " he says. "They're like
children. I have to take off my collector hat and
put on my dealer hat. If you 're doing it as a
business you 're going to have to part with
some treasures."

"Chicago has a long tradition as a town supporting many bookshops," Phillips says. "I want
to bring back the old glory. " g

Treasures, indeed. Not only is Phillips ' store a
comforting, Prairie-style respite from the

Tl M COZZENS
Tim Cozzens is a furniture designer and a teacher in the Art and Design department at
Columbia College. He runs his furniture design business WorkshopjCozzens Inc. out of a
third-floor warehouse space on the Near West Side. "I don't consider myself a woodworker, I don't consider myself a furniture maker," Cozzens said as he finished a piece
of a walnut guard's desk (pictured, on dolly). "I consider myself an artisan. I make stuff.
If anybody asks, that's what I do. Anything. And never the same thing twice."

THERE'S A BALANCE BETWEEN
MY PROFESSION AND MY FAMILY. MY WIFE HAS BEEN A HUGE
SUPPORT OF WHAT I DO. AND
MY DAUGHTER IS NOT OLD
ENOUGH TO KILL ME FOR NOT
HAVING HER PICTURE HERE.

MAGAZINES
I COME AT WHAT I DO FROM
TWO DISTINCT BACKGROUNDS, SO I SEEK INSPIRATION FROM CRAFT MAGAZINES
AND ARCHITECTURE MAGAZINES.

JOSEF HOFFMAN
POSTCARDS
I LOVE THE WORK OF THE
VIENNESE SECESSIONISTS.
IT'S NOT SLICK OR MODERN
OR STRIPPED OF ORNAMENT. MY PERSONAL WORK
IS NOT ORNAMENTED, BUT
IT'S CERTAINLY NOT
STR IPPED OF ORNAMENT.

SKETCHBOOKS
I'M NEVER WITHOUT ONE.
THEY CONTAIN EVERYTHING
I ALWAYS HAVE MUSIC PLAY-

FROM SPECULATIVE THOUGHT

ING IN THE BACKGROUND,

TO WORKING OUT A PROBLEM

FROM CLASSICAL TO OPERA

TO SOMETHING THAT IS

TO CONTEMPORARY TRANCE

INTRIGUING TO ME THAT I SEE

TO COUNTRY. IF IT'S LATE AT

ALONG THE WAY.

NIGHT, IT'S DEFINITELY NOT
CLASSICAL!
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COMPUTER
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I WAS DESIGNING A DESK FOR A CLIENT
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ON MICH IGAN AVENUE. THEY WERE HAVING

w

TROUBLE VISUALIZING IT. SO I USED THE
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COMPUTER TO SHOW THEM.

POWER TOOLS

::;:
4:
(f)

THEY CAN DO THINGS THAT HAND TOOLS
CANNOT DO, AND THEY ALLOW ME TO DO
THINGS EFFICIENTLY. POWER TOOLS AND
HAND TOOLS GO HAND-IN-HAND. I CAN
MAKE A LIVING AND ALSO FEED MY SOUL.
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you did it.
you made it; you wrote it; you produced it; you sang it; you filmed it;
you sold it; you danced it.

And you did it all here at Columbia College Chicago.

There are many ways you could help:

We poured our best into you , your talent and your
dream . Now that your career has taken you far
(and sometimes wide), won 't you consider joining
with other alumni in donating time to the Office
of Undergraduate Admissions?

> Attend recruiting events in your area
> Network with prospective students who

want to study what you studied
> Attend events on Columbia's campus
> Help prospective students learn about your career

It ' s easy ; it's fun; and it will give you that
warm glow that comes with al l good deeds.
Ask for Patrick Fahy at 312-344-7972
or email : pfahy@colum.edu
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